Asociacion: ASETUR LA GOMERA ().

Casa Rural LAS NUEVITAS II (HUGO)
Datos Generales
description: <h2><a href="http://www.lasnuevitas.countryhousegomera.com">Cottage house web
site</a></h2><br />
The owners have given these houses the name of each grandchild, Hugo is their oldest grandson.
Casa Hugo has one bedroom, bathroom, livingroom with dining room and kitchen together and 2
terraces at each side.
If you choose the terrace at the north side you will find a garden with tropical fruit trees from which
you can eat the fruits and you can see from there the valley of Hermigua and the banana
plantations. In the afternoon you can enjoy the good position fo the sun.
And at the terrace at the south side you have a nice view to the see and the lower part of the valley.
Here you can see the sunrise in the morning.
capacity: 2 persons
Acceso: car access
location: house outside of town center
Category 0
minimum rate/day: 40.00 ï¿½ / 2 persons
Services:

Situation
Lodging of one floor, build with stone and clay, with walls of 60 cm wide which gives a good
temperature in summer and winter. Constructed in 1932 and sold to the actual owners in 2003.
They have rehabilitated the house inside and outside with a wooden roof with tiles, in 2 separeted
units, totally adapted to the actual time.
The road who passes through the neighbourhood of Las Nuevitas, connects with the road which
goes to hidden places like the beach of "La Caleta" and the zone called "Los Alamos".
There are several paths which start in this area, ideal for people who like to walk.
address: Barrio de Las Nuevitas CP 38820
GPS: ( googlemap ) latitude: 28ï¿½ 9' 59.5600'' N longitude: 17ï¿½ 11' 22.0200'' W altitude: 175
m.

Distribution
1 bedroom with 2 single beds
Living room-dining room-kitchen
Bathroom with shower
2 terraces
Surface house: 80 m2
Bedrooms: 1 (1 Bedrooms with two individual beds)
Extra be12: 1

other services
Household equipment, sofa-bed, electr. oven, electr. coffeemachine, Satelite TV, washing machine,
toaster, electr. juice maker, wooden furniture on the terrace, iron with table, first aid kit, barbeque on
request.

meeting point
Se le comunicará al cliente al formalizar la reserva.
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